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A Busy Year !



2018 Review

•Legislation

•Guidance and Guidelines

•Case Law

•Campaigns

•Horizon issues
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Legislation – Into force in 2018

• Personal Protective Equipment Regulation 2016/425

• Personal Protective Equipment (Enforcement) Regulations 2018 (SI 2018 

No: 390)

Into force 21 April 2018

Supply and ‘placing on market’ of PPE

Duties on economic operators in supply chain to ensure compliance with Regulation

PPE is classified according to risk it protects from (I-III)

Different conformity assessment procedures

Enforcing authority Trading Standards (private use) HSE (use at work)

Penalty – fine or imprisonment of not > 3 months, or both

Little change around technical requirements of EU Regulation – focus on “safe by 

design”

Main change - duty for all those in supply chain
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Legislation – Into force in 2018 (cont’d)

• Ionising Radiation Regulations 2017 (IRR17)

Came into force 1 January 2018

Main changes:

• How you tell HSE that you work with ionizing radiation

• The dose limit to the lens of the eye has been reduced

• Notification requirement for lower level of activity than IRR99

• Requirement to put in place procedures to estimate doses to members of 

the public.

Approved Code of Practice and Guidance “Work with Ionising Radiation” L1 

21 (second Edition), published 2018
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Legislation – Into force in 2018 (cont’d)

• EU: Regulation (EU) 2017/852 of European Council and Parliament on 

Mercury

• The Control of Mercury (Enforcement) Regulations 2018 

European Parliament and Council adopted Regulations (EU) 2017/852 on 

mercury on 17 May 2017.

Aim? Fill gaps in existing EU mercury legislation

EU Regulation:

• Controls imports and exports of mercury between EU and non-Member 

States.

• Restricts use of dental amalgam 

• Sets requirements for storage/disposal of mercury

• Restricts creation of new mercury – added products/new manufacturing 

processes using mercury.
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Legislation – Into force in 2018 (cont’d)

• The Gas Appliances (Enforcement) and Miscellaneous Amendments 

Regulations.

Regulations came into force in 21 April 2018

Revoke Gas Appliances (Safety) Regulation (SI 1995/1629)

Concern gas appliances/fittings placed on market after 21 April 2018

Gives authorities power to take enforcement action against economic 

operators (manufacturers, importers, distributors) who do not comply with 

requirements of EU Gas Appliances Regulations.
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Legislation – Into force in 2018 (cont’d)

• The Pneumoconiosis etc. (Workers’ Compensation) (Payment and Claims) 

(Amendment) Regulations 2018 (SI 2014 No. 869).

Lump sums payable to those affected by certain diseases

Increased by 3%
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Bills 
• Carbon Monoxide (Detection and Safety) Bill 2017-2019 

(HC Bill 107)

Bill to make provision about requirements for carbon 

monoxide detectors, carbon monoxide safety.

First reading September 2017

Second reading due April 2018, but was withdrawn
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Case Law

• The need to assess the unusual

• Site specific risk assessments

• Working in the presence of the public

• Status of statements made by employees during course of HSE investigation

• Sentencing Guidelines – A structure not a straightjacket

• Judges overruling a basis of plea

• Fines – Proportionality and sentencing of  public bodies

• Training impaired by different languages

• Farming fatality

• Allergies
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The need to assess the unusual
HSE -v- DHL Supply Chain/DHL Services [2018]

• DHL had risk assessments for workplace transport issues in general

• However, DHL had not assessed specific issues, notably how workers might 

address unusual occurrences

• That meant there was no safe system of work or training specific to the task that 

led to the fatal incident

• Workers “took it upon themselves” to rectify abnormal situations of loading and 

unloading as they arose
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Site–specific risk assessments
HSE -v- Tuffnells Parcel Express [2018]

• Death of a lorry driver

• Crushed against his vehicle by a moving trailer on a “slight slope” in depot

• HSE comment:  incident is a reminder that the slope on which a vehicle is parked 

“does not need to be steep for incidents to occur”

• Local sites should not rely solely on generic risk assessments from a head office, 

but should also adapt the assessments so that they are “specific and identify the 

hazards in each yard”

• Local risk assessment did not identify slope at this particular depot

• Company head office created generic risk assessment – most foreseeable and 

common risks

• Local management  failed to complete section on local factors
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Sentencing of Public Bodies
HSE -v- Shrewsbury and Telford NHS Trust [2018]

• Deaths of 5 patients in falls

• Judge halved fine of £666,000 that he would have otherwise imposed had the 

offender been a private sector commercial enterprise

• Trust in substantial financial difficulties

• Public body must still be held accountable 

• Proper starting point for fine for private enterprise  of this size £1m

• Reduced by one-third (guilty plea) to £666,000

• Halved to reflect Trust’s financial situation and fact it is a public healthcare body
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Working in the Presence of the Public
HSE -v- Superior Roof and Building Services [2018]

• Tenant in block of flats fell through a fragile surface of a balcony walkway 

that was being repaired

• Tenant’s sole access to flat across walkway

• Construction workers working on surface for four days; she had not been 

informed of work or risks

• There were no physical barriers to stop her stepping on the walkway

• Case highlights need to use adequate signage that is deployed when 

appropriate (not left in place for weeks without reason)

• Specific danger or just an inconvenience?
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Status of statements made by employees during HSE 
Investigation
HSE -v- Paul Jukes [2018]

Key Issue:

• Statement made by an employee to his employer’s solicitors in connection 

with the investigation of a workplace fatality a few weeks earlier did not 

attract legal privilege

• Had a prosecution been in contemplation at the time the statement was 

provided, it may then have been privileged and not admissible in 

proceedings

Judgment:

• Investigation Statement not privileged
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The Status of Statements Made by Employees During a 
HSE Investigation
HSE -v- Paul Jukes [2018] (continued)

• Three Rivers decision relied upon:

• Litigation must be in progress or reasonably in contemplation;

• The relevant communication is made for the sole or dominant purpose 

of conducting that litigation; and

• The litigation must be adversarial; not investigatory or inquisitorial.

• At the time Jukes provided the investigation statement, it was unclear if 

any litigation would follow

• HSE had not decided if it was going to prosecute some 16 months after 

the original investigation statement had been made; it was still 

investigating to decide what steps were appropriate
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Setting of Proportionate Fines
HSE -v- Poundstretcher [2018]

• Prosecution of Poundstretcher

• Imposition of total fine of more than £1 million

• 3 stores – 24 offences!

• Substantial overlap between the offences

• Took account of principle of totality:

“It would be wrong if an overall sentence was greatly increased simply 

because the prosecuting authority had chosen to prosecute many 

separate offences, when another prosecuting authority might have 

been more sparing in its approach.”
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Sentencing Council Guidelines – A Structure Not a 
Straightjacket
HSE -v- Whirlpool UK Appliances [2018]

• Court of Appeal reduced fine imposed on Whirlpool from £700,000 –

£300,000

• Court of Appeal held trial judge’s fine was “manifestly excessive” given 

the range of fines set out in the sentencing guidelines
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Judges able to overrule an agreed Basis of Plea
HSE -v- ATE Truck and Trailer Sales [2018]

• Court of Appeal decision

• Trial judge departed from basis of plea agreed between HSE and 

company

• Court of Appeal ruled that judge could do this in principle, if the facts 

justified it

• BEWARE!  Agreed Basis of Plea may not guarantee parameters of fine 
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Training impaired by different languages
HSE -v- Cheshire Mouldings and Woodturnings [2018]

• Polish worker lost 4 fingers when using a lathe

• Judge found a number of factors regarding communication “highly 

pertinent”:

• Worker was trained by a Polish-speaking Slovakian, who could not 

communicate well in English

• Trainer’s line manager was an Englishman with limited Polish

• Trainer had only used machine 7 times and had not previously trained 

anyone

• There were no instructions in Polish albeit that there were several Polish 

speakers at the company
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Farming Fatality

• Farmer imprisoned for Gross Negligence Manslaughter

• Entanglement of girl in Power Take Off shaft

• Sentence:

 4 years 6 months GNM

8 months machinery guarding offences

2 months for failing to provide workers with helmets when operating All Terrain 

Vehicles 
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Allergens – Gross Negligence Manslaughter Charges
R -v- Rashid and R -v- Kuddur

• Allergies current big news

• Courts not shying away from prosecuting individuals

• Takeaway bosses jailed for 3 years and 2 years over death of teenage 

girl whose curry was contaminated with peanuts

• Mrs Justice Yip:

“Meagan was responsible enough to highlight her allergies when 

placing the order, but sadly the same responsibility was not at your 

end…”

“…I hope that the message is heard that food suppliers who fail to 

take proper care will face significant custodial sentences if death 

results”
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Sentencing Council Guidelines -
Manslaughter

•Sentencing Council Guidelines published for Manslaughter 

•Includes Gross Negligence Manslaughter

•Aim to improve consistency of sentencing, but will also 

increase the severity of sentences
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Guidelines – Manslaughter (cont’d)

• Starting point for sentencing is now:

• 2 years for low culpability (Range 1-4 years)

• 4 years for medium culpability (Range 3-7 years)

• 8 years for high culpability (Range 6-12 years)

• 12 years for very high culpability  (Range 10-18 years)

• Unlike Health and Safety and Corporate Manslaughter Guidelines – New 

Individual Manslaughter Guidelines are clear these are minimum and 

maximum tariffs

• Severity of Penalties imposed increased from 1st November 2018 

(retrospective in application)
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Recent gross negligence manslaughter cases (before 
guidelines) e.g.

• R -v- Pearson (10 years for Gross Negligence Manslaughter – one of 

longest imposed for work-related death)

“Flouted Regulations”   

“Arrogant Recklessness”

“Motivated by Financial Profit”

• New Guidelines likely to see much more severe fines
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Other Guidelines and Guidance

• BSI adds to guidelines on ISO 45001

General Guidelines for the application of IS0 45001. Guidance for  

managing occupational health

 Guidance on incident investigation

 General Guidelines for the application of ISO 45001

• New Musculoskeletal disorder advice has been issued helps employers 

decide what they need to tackle MSD’s in the workplace
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Campaigns

• European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (“EU-OSHA”) launched 

a 2 year campaign to highlight risks that workers face from dangerous 

substances.

• HSE continues to “Go Home Health Campaign”. Focus on 3 areas of 

priority: occupational lung disease, musculoskeletal disorders and work-

related stress.

• HSE “Healthy Work Places for all Ages” encourages employers to 

account for diversity and ensure that elderly workers get the support they 

require in the context of an ageing workforce.
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Horizon Issues….

• HSE Review – Cleaners may be at higher risk of developing asthma

• IARC Research – Number of identified carcinogens in the workplace has 

increased from 28 in 2004 – 47 in 2017

• Swedish Research – A stressful job is associated with a 48% higher risk 

of arterial fibrillation

• HSE abandon change to asbestos medical proposals

• Increased use of A.I.

• Brexit

• Revised HSE Guidance on Stress (by 31 March 2019)
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Session 2
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Work–Related ill-Health -

Navigating the Legal 

Obstacles
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Health and Safety

“HSE aims to reduce work-related death, injury and 

ill-health”
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• 2018 Survey by CBI in conjunction 

with BUPA and HCA healthcare

• 63% of companies see workplace 

health and wellbeing as an important 

business issue

• 52% of business leaders recognise 

that focus should be on prevention, 

not cure

• 71% finding it hard to take practical 

action – not clear what works; can’t 

see benefits for others that have 

invested 



Health And Safety
Asbestos

Display screen equipment Chemicals

Drugs and Alcohol

Lifting operations

Vibration Noise Manual handling

Legionnaires disease PPE

Mental health Road safety

New and expectant mothers Safe systems of work

Radiation Work equipment

Musculoskeletal Disorders Workplace transport

Mental Health – stress, anxiety, depression Work at height
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Increased visibility of mental health issues
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595,000 workers 

suffering from work-

related stress, 

depression or anxiety 

in 2017-2018+

49% of all working days 

lost due to ill-health 

relate to stress, 

depression or anxiety

12.5 million work days lost 

due to work-related 

stress, depression or 

anxiety (2016-2017)

“Presenteeism”

The levels of people 

turning up to work whilst 

injured or unwell has 

tripled since 2010+

Work-related stress, depression and 
anxiety

Source: + National Statistics:  Labour Force Survey

+ CIPD & Simply Health and Wellbeing at Work Survey 2018 



The upward trend

487,000
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Workers suffering from work-related stress, anxiety or depression 
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Employer Lawyer

“What 

should we 

do?”

“What 

have you 

done?”

How can we protect our 

employees and avoid any 

potential legal action?

How can I demonstrate 

to the Court that your 

company did 

everything that it could 

and should have done?



Is your industry at particular risk?

41

Industries with higher rates than average of stress, depression or anxiety



Cross-industry prevalence of work-related 
stress
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Workplace size is also a factor

Small (< 50) 970 cases per 100,000 workers

Medium (50-249) 1,430 cases per 100,000 workers

Large (250+) 1,770 cases per 100,000 workers
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Does your workplace demographic put you at 
higher risk?

• Females statistically significantly higher rate of prevalence than males.
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Age Prevalence rate*

16-24 1,110

25-34 1,930

35-44 2,430

45-54 2,120

55+ 1,420

♀
Age Prevalence rate*

16-24 720

25-34 1,060

35-44 1,340

45-54 1,440

55+ 1,060

♂

*per 100,000 workers



Has your business identified risk factors?

• How is your business 

monitoring and

addressing these factors?

• Are plans actively 

implemented?

• Is there ongoing 

monitoring and review?

• Are there support 

systems in place?

• Is use encouraged?
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Legal Considerations - Equality Act 2010

• Equality Act 2010

• Disability discrimination includes many mental health illnesses

• Range of conditions may qualify as a disability:

 Must have suffered for at least 1 year

 Must have had an effect on ability to carry out day-to-day duties

• May also include less well-recognized clinical conditions
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What must you do?

• Make “reasonable adjustments” to accommodate employee needs

• Even if not classed as a disability under Act, good practice to make 

appropriate and reasonable adjustments in any event

• Adjustments to what?

• Work

• Working pattern

• Work environment
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Non-Compliance with Equality Act 2010

 Risk of claim against employer in Employment Tribunal

 Employer may be ordered to pay compensation

 AND make the reasonable adjustments in any event 

 Make sure that you address each case individually
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Mitchell -v- Marks and Spencer Plc [2017]

KEY ISSUE

Even the most pro-active equal opportunities employer should resist the temptation to rest 

on his laurels when it comes to disability discrimination

FACTS

• Mr Mitchell worked as a customer assistant for Marks and Spencer

• Suffered from a reduced bladder

• Mr Mtichell worked on the ground floor.  Staff toilets were on the second floor (an 

employee only floor), accessible by stairs or with a key fob, by lift. 

• No key was provided for 10 days and he used the stairs for 7 shifts
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Mitchell -v- Marks and Spencer Plc [2017] 
(cont’d)

JUDGMENT

• Despite the generally strong reputation of Marks and Spencer as an equal opportunities 

employer, Marks and Spencer had violated the Equality Act 2010

• Mr Mitchell had been put at a substantial disadvantage compared with a person who is 

not disabled

• Substantial disadvantage due to failure to provide the reasonable adjustment of a 

customer lift key for 10 days

• Ordered to pay £1,000 of compensation to Mr Mitchell for resulting injury to feelings
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Personal injury claim 

• Claim against company for personal injury

• Receive a sum for Pain, Suffering and Loss of Amenity (PSLA)

• Also additional sum for:

General damages e.g.

 Future loss of earnings

 Future pension losses

Special damages e.g.

 Past loss of earnings

• + Legal costs

• + Management time 

• + Loss of a valuable employee!
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Phillips -v- Great Western Ambulance 
Service 

• Claimant claimed she had suffered psychological injury in the form of a psychotic 

breakdown

• Arose out of bullying and harassment by other employees

• Employed by Ambulance Service as administration manager

• In 2007, she found ambulances lacking MOT’s, servicing, in an illegal condition

• No support from line manager to resolve

• Verbally abused in respect of her gender and on her ability

• 2008 - signed off for a short period – reactive depression 

• Little support given

• Returned to work at a new post.  Harassment continued
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Phillips -v- Great Western Ambulance 
Service (cont’d)

• Told a manager she was considering suicide

• Reported and moved to another department and enjoyed her work 

• Company reshuffle moved back to old role 

• GP prescribed anti-depressants and wanted to sign her off work with a depressive 

illness

• Graduated return to work in April 2011, then put on special leave and made 

redundant in 2010
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Outcome?

• Judge felt that Defendant had breached duty to Claimant

• Defendant’s breach of duty materially contributed to her illness

• Claimant was awarded £682,325
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PSLA (Pain, suffering and Loss 
of Amenity)

27,000

Future loss of earnings 178,539.12

Loss of future car benefit 92,419

Loss of chance of 

enhanced earnings

17,508

Loss of Pension 110,253.73

Loss of chance of 

enhanced pension 

37,473.26

TOTAL: 463,193.11

Past loss of earnings 121,128.65

Interest on past loss of 

earnings

1,672.60

Past loss of car benefit 17,921

Loss of congenial 

employment

5,000

Interest on loss of 

congenial employment

1,904.98

TOTAL: 147,627.23

General Damages Special Damages



HSE Prosecution

• Duty to protect workers from workplace stress

• Complete a risk assessment and act on results

• HSE has recommended management standards which can help 

identify and manage six areas of work design that may alter stress

• Include:
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> Demands > Relationships

> Control > Role

> Support > Change



HSE Prosecutions?
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You have failed to 
make a suitable and 
sufficient risk 
assessment of the 
risks to the health 
and safety of your 
employees from 
exposure to work 
related stressors



Case Study (1)

FACTS

• Work-related stress in a 43-year-old male

• Local authority employee

• All departments had to reapply for posts

• Employee retained but on a temporary contract in a different location

• Surgery in 1992 left him sensitive to bright light

• In previous post, the workstation had been adapted to meet his visual 

requirements

• Location meant he had little night driving in wintertime

• Requests to occupational health input in view of medical condition declined
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Resulting health implications:

• Over a few weeks developed sleeping difficulties

• Felt exhausted

• Found it difficult to concentrate at work

• Irritable at home

• Seen by GP:  tachycardia and raised blood pressure

• Signed off work by GP for 2 weeks

Trigger factors:

• Job insecurity

• Insensitive management

• Low personal “control”
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How was this individual managed at work?

• Constructive meeting with senior management

• Returned to original duties under new line manager

• Adjustments undertaken and checked before return
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Case Study (2) 
Can you recognize and address the risks?

• Female care worker, Ms Gentle, aged 35, works for company “Caring 

Solutions”

• Caring Solutions is a medium size local operation with 35 employees

• Company has difficulty in obtaining and retaining staff

• Ms Gentle works shifts caring for old people

• She has worked at the company 10 years. She is often relied upon to train 

new employees
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• Difficulties with retaining staff, mean Ms Gentle has to take on extra clients 

and spend less time with each old person

• Ms Gentle raises the fact that she feels she does not have enough time 

with clients to carry out her duties or to travel between clients houses 

• Her manager dismisses her concerns and encourages her to “focus on the 

key tasks” at client houses 

• Ms Gentle continues to find her work demands difficult, She feels 

overworked and informs her manager

• She is told to “chill out”, and is given a new employee to take with her on 

visits and to train 
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Can you recognise and address the 

risks?



• Ms Gentle does not complete her entire rota of clients in the allocated time 

due to overwork and also training a second person during her shift

• Ms Gentle is then threatened with disciplinary action for not carrying out 

enough home visits within her allocated shift

• Ms Gentle is further affected when a number of her key clients pass away

• Ms Gentle indicates to her line manager that she is feeling under pressure 

and has been upset by the recent deaths of her clients

• Her comments are ignored  

• Ms Gentle starts to lose sleep.  She is tired and irritable

• She is signed off work with stress by her GP
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What should you do?

• What should/could they have done when Ms Gentle raised concerns?

• How could the company prepare for Ms Gentle’s return to work?

• What legal risks and costs (financial or otherwise) would you need to draw 

to the attention of your manager/Board in this situation?

• What could the company present in mitigation/defence of a criminal or civil 

claim?
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